HALIFAX STATE SCHOOL P&C ASSOCIATION

TUCKSHOP MEETING 3/9/14

OPENING: 3.17PM

CHAIR: GERI STANFIELD

APOLOGIES: JASMINE PEARCE, CINDY PAMENTER, DONALD PRITCHARD

ATTENDANCES: MICHELLE THOMPSON, RAYLENE EVELEIGH, RENEE BLIGH, AMANDA STEVEN, GERI STANFIELD

TUCKSHOP BUSINESS:

- Motion to change Tuckshop day to Monday Moved: Geri Stanfield Seconded: Amanda Steven
- Discussion on finalising Term 4 Tuckshop Menu, Raylene to email Geri new tuckshop slip
- Motion to purchase Containers to throw in freezer, strawberries while they are on special Moved: Raylene Eveleigh Seconded: Michelle Thompson
- Motion of no response from Cindy that she has resigned from Tuckshop Convenor (as all communication has been made) and position advertised and be filled prior to General Meeting Moved: Michelle Thompson Seconded: Geri Stanfield
- Raylene to chase up Invoice from Joyce Mayne for Tuckshop goods
- Raffles at Commercial running a loss, one meat tray, and another meat tray being donated to keep the raffles going. Try this for awhile and see how it goes. Possibly try Friday night raffles at Commercial fortnightly in conjunction with Macknade. Motion to invite Cindy & Steve Grasnick to do raffles Moved: Geri Stanfield Seconded: Amanda Steven
- Getting discounted camp prices and camp dates for School Camp to be brought up at General Meeting
- Printed Newsletters to be brought up at General Meeting
- More communication from teachers to parents to be brought up at General Meeting
- Art night to be brought up at General Meeting
- More community interaction by principal to be brought up at General Meeting
- Sporting Grant to be brought up at General Meeting
- A thank you to Ron Milan to do up sign for Tennis Court

NEXT MEETING: General Meeting Tuesday 3.30pm 16.9.14 MEETING CLOSED: 4.00PM

SIGNED: RAYLENE EVELEIGH (Secretary) SIGNED: GERI STANFIELD (President)